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SAP Concur and UNIGLOBE Make Travel and Expense
Easy for Data Analytics Leader Qlik
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Quick Facts
Company Name

Established

Qlik

1993

Solutions

Location

Concur Expense
Concur Travel

Berkshire

Industry
Business Intelligence Technology

Why SAP Concur & Qlik?
• Leading expenses application
• Combination of travel and expenses on
one platform streamlines entire process

ABOUT QLIK

Provider of a new breed of visual analytics solutions. Qlik’s award-winning and market-leading data
analytics solutions help over 40,000 customers in 100 countries get insights into their data. The
company has over 2,400 employees in 22 locations worldwide. Each country has a finance team and
there’s a global finance function based at their headquarters in Philadelphia, USA.

SAP CONCUR PARTNER
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The Challenge
Qlik needed to find a solution to a travel and expenses process that was fragmented, time-consuming
and that didn’t give the reporting insights that were needed. SAP Concur, and their travel
management partner, UNIGLOBE, provided the simple and streamlined answer the company was
looking for.

A FRAGMENTS SET UP THAT MADE REPORTING

SEEKING A NEW SOLUTION

DIFFICULT

A project team at Qlik set about investigating the
options and UNIGLOBE, a SAP Concur re-seller
and certified partner since 2011, was selected as
the TMC of choice.

Qlik’s employees make over 3,000 hotel and flight
bookings each month. Formerly, each country
office had its own travel management company
(TMC) to handle these bookings and the process
for reclaiming the associated expenses was
manual and paper-based – not to mention
different for every region. Kelly Nicholls, Qlik’s
Global Program Travel Manager, says of the
situation: “It was messy, time-consuming and
draining. Data wasn’t consistent, it was hard to
look at global spend and 20 people globally were
needed to manage travel and expenses for the
company.”

UNIGLOBE recommended SAP Concur to help
Qlik streamline its expense processes and Kelly
comments: “Concur Expense blew the project
team away. We looked at all the options but
SAP Concur was always in the lead.”
For Howard Hunter, Director of Sales and
Account Management at UNIGLOBE, SAP Concur
is the tool that adds the most value to their clients.
“When you look at the overall ecosystem, with
the end-to-end process around travel and
expense, SAP Concur are market leaders and
best position us in the markets we work in.
We custom-build solutions for clients and the
SAP Concur approach fits in well with this ethos
and allows us to do this.”

The company needed to simplify the process and
gain greater insight into global spend by finding a
streamlined expenses solution and a single TMC
that would be used by its EMEA and APAC offices.

“UNIGLOBE’s partner network means you get a
tailored service where your travel partner gets to know
you and your business and is always there for you.”
- Kelly Nicholls, Global Program Travel Manager, Qlik
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ROLLING OUT A BRAND NEW SYSTEM ACROSS
18 COUNTRIES

Because employees are booking travel themselves,
it is much more transparent how much a trip is
going to cost. In many cases, says Kelly, it is
helping employees to re-evaluate whether they
need to meet face-to-face or if a virtual meeting
would do instead. Concur Travel also helps Qlik to
implement its travel and expense policy, which
Kelly says is “a really big win.” For example, Qlik’s
policy says that travel must be booked more than
14 days in advance to help keep costs down. If an
employee books after that date, their breach is
flagged up to them for future reference, although
the booking can still be made.

Implementation managers at UNIGLOBE and
SAP Concur worked closely with Kelly to
meticulously scope and implement Concur Travel
and Concur Expense. The careful planning and
project collaboration meant the tools were
successfully rolled out across 18 countries in
EMEA and APAC in just one year.
With every one of Qlik’s 2,400 employees being a
potential user, training was a critical aspect of
implementation. Working in collaboration, Qlik
and UNIGLOBE held demos in each country to
show teams how Concur Expense and
Concur Travel worked. Kelly also adapted training
guides provided by SAP Concur and UNIGLOBE
so new members of staff can get going without
face-to-face training.
A SIMPLE END-TO-END PROCESS

UNIGLOBE and SAP Concur have made the
process of booking travel and submitting expenses
much easier. Kelly reports “For employees, there
are fewer strokes involved in getting everything
done end-to-end. What used to take days now just
takes hours.”

As a result of working with UNIGLOBE and using
Concur, the finance team handling expenses
and travel is now just three – two based in the
US headquarters looking after Concur Expense
and one based in the UK – Kelly – looking after
Concur Travel. She comments: “Those are the only
resources that are needed for our expense and
travel programme on a global scale.” And aside
from the advantages the technology has brought,
another key difference for Kelly is in the quality of
the relationship Qlik has with its TMC. “UNIGLOBE
shine out with everything they do. No matter what
you need, they will make it happen.”

Kelly appreciates the power the tools have to help
manage employee behaviour and control costs.

“SAP Concur is in the lead with travel and expense
technology. There are lots of solutions out there but
nothing really hits the spot like SAP Concur does.”
- Kelly Nicholls, Global Program Travel Manager, Qlik
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TRAVEL AND EXPENSES MADE EASY

Solutions that combine SAP Concur and partner
expertise offer bottom line savings, improved
employee productivity and rapid ROI, something
that Qlik’s story reveals. Working with SAP Concur
and UNIGLOBE has not only helped Qlik streamline
its travel and expense process it has also helped
the company make impressive savings. Kelly
concludes: “We have insight into every expense
and travel item so we can see if everyone is doing
the right thing. We can control costs, track and
report on what we need to. And we’ve got duty of
care covered because we know where every
employee is at all times. It’s so easy.”

ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP Concur imagines the way the world should work,
offering cloud-based services that make it simple to
manage travel and expenses. By connecting data,
applications and people, SAP Concur delivers an effortless
experience and total transparency into spending wherever
and whenever it happens. SAP Concur services adapt to
individual employee preferences and scale to meet the
needs of companies from small to large, so they can focus
on what matters most.
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Learn more at concur.co.uk
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